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Motivation

● Recent SOTA methods (PatchCore, CFA, etc) for anomaly detection  
demonstrated excellent accuracy but come with a latency trade-off. 

● How can we develop a method that achieves high accuracy and fast 
inference for real-world applications?

● We identify the limitations of the RD approach (Deng and Li) by examining 
feature compactness and anomalous signal suppression, then introducing 
the multi-task learning design.



Performance results of our RD++ method
1  * New SOTA accuracy on MVTEC dataset

* 6.x faster than PatchCore, 2.x faster than CFA    

2. Strong generalizability in multiple datasets with different domains



Comparing architecture: RD++ (our) vs RD 

Proposed approach

1. Feature compactness task: by presenting a self-supervised optimal transport method

2. Anomalous signal suppression task: by simulating pseudo-abnormal samples with simplex noise
and minimizing the reconstruction loss.



RD++ training process

Feature compactness task:

1. Self-supervised optimal 
transport loss (SSOT): ensuring 
pair-wise feature spaces in a 
mini-batch of normal images are 
close by minimizing the de-biased 
Sinkhorn divergence between 
their probability measures.



RD++ training process

Feature compactness task:

2.Contrast loss: supports 
projection layers learning 
compact embedding by setting 
projected normal features 
apart from abnormal features.



RD++ training process

Anomalous signal suppression task 

1. Simulating pseudo-abnormal 
samples via Simplex noise.

2. Reconstruction loss guide the 
projection layer to know how to 
reconstruct the normal feature 
space from the pseudo-abnormal 
feature.



RD++ training process

Overall Loss:



RD++ inference process

* Teacher’s output embeddings are passed to their counterpart projection layer, then forward to student. 
* Since the projection layer is lightweight, the inference time is almost the same as the baseline RD.



Method Results (%)

1. RD++ achieves highest accuracy at both detection and localization, with very fast inference

2. RD++ indicates strong generalizability in multiple datasets with different domains



Method analysis

What can the student see?

We analyze two essential factors in student input 
features that play a vital role in the anomaly detection 
ability of the T/S architecture: 
(i) Feature compactness
(ii) Anomalous signal suppression

(i) Feature compactness:  by calculating MSE among features of the normal samples. 
RD++ enjoys a much denser feature space while RD has a wider spread distance distribution

RD++ feature compactness

RD feature compactness



Method analysis

What can the student see?

We analyze two essential factors in student input 
features that play a vital role in the anomaly detection 
ability of the T/S architecture: 
(i) Feature compactness
(ii) Anomalous signal suppression

(i) Feature compactness:  by calculating MSE among features of the normal samples. 
RD++ enjoys a much denser feature space while RD has a wider spread distance distribution

(ii) Anomalous signal suppression: by calculating the MSE between each of the abnormal samples with 
every normal sample. The inter-class MSE distribution of RD++ is also narrower than RD.
The feature distance between a normal and an abnormal sample should be close because the 
anomalous signals from the abnormal sample are suppressed, making it looks like a normal sample.

RD++ Anomalous signal suppression

RD Anomalous signal suppression



Conclusion and future work

Summary: Our approach obtains competitive accuracy for anomaly detection and real time inference. We 
hope the method will be helpful in real applications and pave the way for further advances in this field. 

Future work: We aim to apply the method to other tasks besides anomaly detection, such as domain 
adaptation, where invariant representation is an essential factor. The method can benefit feature 
invariants through projection layers via compact learning and the ability to recover standard information 
when domains change.
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